
Unlocking Maximum Efficiency with Altium Designer:  
The Crucial Role of Training, Onboarding, and Altium Care  

Go beyond your licence and take advantage of our Altium  
services, including training, onboarding and ongoing support.  
Elevate your organisation's core strengths and meet your  
time-to-market goals by unlocking the full software potential.

ALTIUM CAREFREE 
SERVICE PACKAGE 



In the dynamic realm of PCB layout and design, an Altium Designer license isn't just 

a tool – it's a strategic investment in the future of your PCB design business. It's also 

a move to enable your organization to excel in its core competency and meet your 

company's time-to-market goals. To realize the full potential of this cutting-edge soft-

ware, it is essential to complement the license with additional services such as trai-

ning, onboarding and ongoing support that seamlessly align the software with your 

team's skills and operational needs.

 

By combining the software with our trainings, onboarding and Altium care services, 

you are not just buying a tool – you are unlocking a comprehensive solution that will 

drive your company to PCB design excellence.

  Training for Proficiency
    Investing in training not only ensures that all essential elements are covered,  

    but also minimizes the opportunity costs associated with extended self-study.  

  Onboarding for Seamless Integration
    Our onboarding service guarantees a defined outcome of the setup process,  

    a defined time-frame and a defined cost. 

  Care Package for Ongoing Support
    Our comprehensive care service goes beyond resolving license issues and  

    error messages, so you can focus on what you do best: Bringing electronic  

    designs to life.

The Crucial Role of Training, Onboarding & Altium Care

Training for Proficiency

Onboarding for Seamless Integration

Investing in Altium Designer isn't just about acquiring a tool; it's about 

equipping your team with the knowledge to use it effectively.  

Our customized training programs ensure that your team can get the 

most out of the software. By providing the necessary skills and insights, we 

enable your team to navigate Altium Designer with confidence, 

resulting in increased productivity and innovation.

Every organisation has unique processes, workflows, and requirements. 

Our onboarding service goes beyond a generic setup and tailors the  

Altium Designer environment to your specific needs. This personalized ap-

proach ensures that the software integrates seamlessly into your  

environment, optimizing efficiency and minimizing disruption.  

We understand that a well-aligned software environment is essential for 

 a smooth transition and maximum benefit.

ALTIUM CAREFREE 
SERVICE PACKAGE 

Care Package for Ongoing Support

Your journey with Altium Desinger doesn't end after setup and training; 

it's an ongoing process of growth and adaptation. Our Altium Care Service 

enables you to address any questions or challenges you may encounter,  

whether in using the software environment or with design questions. 

This direct line to expert assistance ensures that you can easily navigate 

the intricacies of Altium Designer and PCB layout, fostering a continuous 

learning environment and minimizing the time required to find the  

optimal solution.



To drive your PCB design excellence, ask for our 
Altium Designer service offers!

Computer Controls – Your Leading-Edge Technology Partner

We translate your needs into high-level electronic solutions and support you to identify  

the best hard- and software systems. We help you to accelerate your design cycles,  

increase technology integration and improve productivity with high-quality electronic 

components, information & communication technology, test & measurement, engineering 

software, and services. With over 30 years of entrepreneurial expertise in value-added dis-

tribution, support, and service we provide best-in-class customer experience from the very 

first design concept through manufacturing up to the entire life cycle management.

When independence and transparency matters, our qualified and inspiring professionals 

are your leading-edge technology partners.

+41 44 308 66 33 | service@ccontrols.ch
Computer Controls AG | Service Center
Industriestrasse 53 | CH – 8112 Otelfingen
Webshop unter www.ccontrols.ch

Alignment of People, Processes & Software

Success in PCB layout is not just about having a powerful tool; it's about aligning 

your people, processes, and software. When seamlessly integrated into your  

organization, Altium Designer becomes a catalyst for innovation and efficiency. 

Our value-added services are designed to bridge the gap between technology  

and application, enabling efficient PCB layout and design. 

Purchasing a license of Altium Designer is not just a transaction. 
It's an investment in the future of your PCB design business!


